Introduction
Since July 2007, this journal has been publishing monthly issues intended to bring together diverse viewpoints -from academics, entrepreneurs, companies of all sizes, the public sector, the community sector, and others -to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Originally called the Open Source Business Resource, the journal was relaunched in October 2011 as the Technology Innovation Management Review (TIM Review). With the publication of the current issue, the journal has now reached the 100-issue milestone.
This article follows on from the earlier article, "Reflecting on Fifty Issues of the OSBR", which marked and explained the transition from the OSBR to the TIM Review (McPhee, 2011) . From its origins as a means to explore the business side of open source, the journal's core topics began to evolve as open source became "a better-understood, mainstream tool for technology businesses" (McPhee, 2011) . With a relaunch, new name, and newly developed publication platform, the journal broadened its scope to the issues and emerging trends relevant to launching and growing technology businesses. The subsequent 50 issues of the TIM Review have focused on the theories, strategies, and tools that help small and large technology companies succeed, with a particular focus on the topics of technology and global entrepreneurship in small and large companies. This article reflects upon the journal's 100 issues, with particular emphasis on the 50 most recent issues that were published since October 2011. First, an overview of the journal provides additional context to understand the journal's past and future. Next, the first 100 issues of the TIM Review are examined in terms of their themes and popularity. Finally, the article discusses the journal's future opportunities and challenges that will be faced in the next 100 issues.
About the TIM Review
The TIM Review is a monthly, peer-reviewed journal published in association with the Technology Innovation Management (TIM) program (Box 1), an international graduate program at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. The journal seeks to cover globally relevant topics of interest to authors and readers from a variety of roles and backgrounds, including academics and practitioners. In particular, the TIM Review seeks to provide opportunities to explore and legitimize new ideas for solving practical problems in emerging domains relevant to technology companies and innovation management professionals.
To maximize real-world value, remove barriers to diversity, encourage widespread dissemination, and assure quality content, the journal has been designed with the following distinctive features:
First launched in 2007, the Technology Innovation Management Review has now reached the milestone of 100 issues. This article looks back over these first 100 issues, the themes they covered, trends in authorship and readership, and future opportunities and challenges for the journal.
The past empowers the present, and the sweeping footsteps leading to this present mark the pathways to the future. Reflecting on 100 Issues of the TIM Review
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1. Lessons from theory and practice: Whether the contributed insights come from academia or industry, authors are encouraged to emphasize the managerial implications of their work. The intention is to help authors develop, define, and share principles based on lessons from theory and practice, so that they can contribute solutions to real-world technology innovation problems.
Open access with no author fees:
The journal does not charge its readers or its authors. Although the journal faces an ongoing challenge with sustainable funding and sponsorship, this approach is designed to remove any barriers to contribution and dissemination.
Editorial support:
The TIM Review offers a high level of editorial support in addition to feedback through the peer-review process to improve the contributions from authors. This support is provided to all authors, but it particularly intended to encourage contributions from practitioners (who may not write regularly in the style and format required by a journal) and authors from around the world (who may need additional help in expressing their insights in English).
Since 2011, the TIM Review website (timreview.ca) has welcomed more than half a million unique visitors, and it now receives over 27,000 unique visitors per month from around the world. The authors have predominantly come from the Americas (especially Canada, where the TIM Review is based) and Europe, but the readers have been more evenly distributed (Figure 1 ). These trends are also reflected in the lists of the top 10 countries by authorship and readership (Table 1) . However, the most recent data shows a trend toward even greater international representation. With regards to authorship, 2015 is the first year in which Canada did not have the highest percentage: more than half of the authors who have published in the TIM Review so far in 2015 are from Europe. Similarly, in 2015, readers from Asia (32%) have so far overtaken readers from the journal's "home continent", the Americas (30%).
In the 100 issues, the journal has published contributions from more than 650 authors in the form of 507 articles, 35 shorter and less formal "Q&As" that provide answers to specific questions, and 39 summaries of lectures from the TIM Lecture Series at Carleton University. Each of these formats is open to both academic and practitioner contributions: the intention is to encourage a common platform for readers and authors, regardless of their role.
However, the shift in scope from the OSBR to the TIM Review was accompanied by a more academic article format and more rigorous peer review process, and there has been a corresponding shift toward more academic authors in the TIM Review, with PhD-level academics and students together accounting for 58% of TIM Review authors compared to 36% of OSBR authors (Figure 2) . Nonetheless, the relative volume of practitioner contributions (i.e., articles by authors from the The objective of this program is to train aspiring entrepreneurs on creating wealth at the early stages of company or opportunity lifecycles. The program benefits are targeted at the following people:
• Founders of new companies
• People seeking more senior leadership roles within established companies
• Talented professionals building credentials and expertise for their next career move
• People who wish to work for or supply specialized services to founders of new companies or new lines of business of existing companies
• People who wish to improve the health of ecosystems that support technology entrepreneurship
The TIM program ecosystem includes Lead To Win (leadtowin.ca): an award-winning entrepreneurship community that provides coaching, early-buyer support, IT support, funding for students and young entrepreneurs, and development events. In 2015, Lead To Win was ranked by Stockholm-based UBI Global as one of the top 10 university business incubators in North America (Murray, 2015) .
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Issue Themes and Popularity
The majority of issues have covered particular editorial themes, such as technology entrepreneurship, open source business, and cybersecurity, which each have been covered in at least seven issues. Themes that have been covered in at least three issues include business ecosystems, living labs, service innovation, open innovation, and co-creation. A full list of themes from the 100 issues is presented in Appendix 1 and is available online in the issue archive (timreview.ca/issue-archive/). 
Conclusion: Looking Ahead
With the first 100 issues now published, the journal has reached a state of maturity where the challenges and opportunities are particularly exciting. In particular, we aim to grow the journal's reputation among the academic community. The journal is currently listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), EBSCOhost, the Finnish Publication Forum (Julkaisufoorumi), Google Scholar, ProQuest, and Ulrich's, and we intend for this list to grow as the journal matures further. A key sign of progress will be for the journal to achieve recog- www.timreview.ca
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While we seek to further solidify the TIM Review's increasing popularity and worldwide reputation, we must also work hard to ensure financial sustainability, which remains an ever-present challenge for any open-access journal, especially one that does not charge author fees. In addition to future experiments with business models that support the journal's global presence, an ongoing strategy to financially support the operations of the journal comes through "Best of TIM Review" book series, which has four published titles that are currently available through Amazon:
1. For Technology Entrepreneurs (Bailetti & Hurley, 2013) (Muegge & Haw, 2013) 3. Value Co-Creation (Tanev & Seppä, 2013) 4. Cybersecurity (Craigen & Gedeon, 2015) Soon, additional "Best of TIM Review" books will be published on Living Labs and Open Source Business, in addition to a book that includes the most popular articles published in the TIM Review.
Business Models for Entrepreneurs and Startups
In terms of the next wave of articles that will hopefully become the "best of" the next 100 issues, our near-term editorial calendar includes familiar topics such as technology entrepreneurship, living labs, cybersecurity, and innovation management. However, we will continue to look ahead to domains where theory and practice may be limited, as evidenced by the authors in this 100th issue looking ahead and identifying the key unanswered questions in emerging domains. Our guest editors, authors, readers, and board members have played critical roles in identifying real-world problems that need research-based solutions, and we invite you to propose issue themes and article topics that will be developed, disseminated, and debated in future issues of the TIM Review.
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